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Lesson 1

Lesson 1:
Continuity and Change: Persistent Struggles for Blacks in the Post-Civil Rights Act Era
“[The Rodney King] assault is an infamous moment in American history, ending in the combustion of South Central
L.A., as its residents responded to an attack on one of their own from the very organization that was meant to
protect them…King's beating was ultimately the straw that broke the camel’s back. As an incendiary moment in
American history, the entire ordeal has been immortalized in rap lyrics through the years. It's one of the first times
the genre, which was coming into its own as the most vital American artform, operated as a primary document for
i
history, as well as a response to the events going on around it.”
-Insanul Ahmed, Complex Media

COURSE: American History, Grade 11 – CHA3U
OVERALL EXPECTATION: E2. Communities, Conflict, and Cooperation: analyse how various
events and developments have affected specific groups in the United States, and relations
between the United States and other countries, since 1945 (FOCUS ON: Historical Significance;
Continuity and Change)
SPECIFIC EXPECTATION: E2.1 describe developments and/or events of particular significance to
African Americans during this period, and analyse their impact on African Americans and on
American society in general
PRIMARY HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPT EXPLORED: Continuity and Change
LESSON: #1 of 4
TITLE OF STORY: Continuity and Change: Persistent Struggles for Blacks in the Post-Civil Rights
Act Era
OVERVIEW: Within the black community, and in broader American society, rap is seen as a
legitimate form of poetic expression that has been an art form capable of expressing emotion,
political positions and inspiring change. This lesson tells the story of modern social movements
in the black community of the United States, and involves an activity where students are tasked
with analyzing rap lyrics as primary source documents. This lesson seeks to outline a movement
that has not slowed despite triumphs including the 13th amendment and the Civil Rights Act of
1964. Students will have the opportunity to draw conclusions and inferences from the lyrics
provided, and associate the lyrics with issues that have affected the black community in the last
three decades.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION:
Step 1: Warm up (5 Minutes)
Students will begin the lesson by watching the trailer for the 2016 documentary 13th. The
purpose of showing the trailer is to display the modern grievances that exist in the black
community despite ostensible past victories. The documentary discusses the historical
progression of institutionalized racism and racial profiling that has largely targeted African
Americans. This trailer does well to exemplify continuity and change issues related to the issue.
The trailer provides a powerful introduction to the story being told in this lesson – that despite
past reforms and triumphs (which students will have studied), there remains considerable
obstacles to being black in the United States. This will provide a launching point for discussion
about past and current movements, up to and including Black Lives Matter.
LINK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qksFq4Ovjug
Step 2: Discussion and Issues (20 minutes)
Students will engage in a discussion of their prior knowledge of what the 13th Amendment and
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 represented, and how it has contributed to the history of blacks in
the United States. Students will then be asked to react to the trailer shown, and provide their
voice to the issue. Students will be able to input their own knowledge, as well as knowledge
gleaned from the video, into what current issues still present struggles for blacks in the United
States today. The teacher will model historical thinking by asking students about the patterns of
continuity and change with regards to this narrative.

Step 3: Teacher-Led Lecture (15 minutes)
The teacher will model the historical thinking of continuity and change by providing a
chronology of events in the numerous black rights movements, as per Guidepost 1. The teacher
will also refer to turning points in the history of black rights movements, showing events of
significance, as per Guidepost 2. Issues to be discussed include the progression of trials and
triumphs in the movement’s history. As a transition to the primary document activity, the role
of rap as a voice for the black community will be introduced. The issues of police brutality,
disproportionate rates of incarceration and systemic racism will be discussed. The teacher will
draw attention to the Black Lives Matter movement and how it is a manifestation of decades of
grievances being expressed in the black community – an element of continuity and change. The
teacher will then outline the upcoming activity by presenting rap verses as primary documents.
Step 4: Independent Activity (30 minutes)
Rhythm as Poetry: Rap’s Role as a Political Voice in the Post-Civil Rights Era
Note: Students should be made aware that the primary documents that they are receiving
include some strong language, and they are to be sensitive to the language and interpret it
contextually.
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Students will work independently, and come together as groups in the subsequent
activity.
Students will be provided with one of five verses of rap lyrics. The author, song title and
year will be omitted from the lyrics.
Students will read through the lyrics to try and understand what the lyricist is expressing
and which events in history they may be alluding to, frame ‘the story behind the lyrics’.
Students will then use their devices to identify the lyricist, song title and year and then
infer the issue at hand from the lyrics and general focus from their verse (using
headphones, students may also listen to the song online once it is identified).
The website Genius Lyrics often annotates lyrics to provide context, background and
explanation of rap lyrics - https://genius.com/
Students are then to outline one or more actual historical events that are alluded to or
mentioned explicitly in the lyrics and begin to conduct research into the identified
event, explore ‘the story behind the lyrics’. The students should be able to prepare
enough research and information to share with the peers.
Students will be given a worksheet to complete and record the aforementioned
information. This worksheet will be included in this package as BLM 1.1

Step 5: Sharing / Discussing / Teaching (20 mins)
The students will then come together as groups, where each group will include a member who
received a different rap verse, and as a result, likely a different historical or pivotal event to
discuss. Students will then take turns sharing their verses with each other and also discussing
the event or events being referred to in their song, and how these events, stories or issues
relate to either historical or continuing struggles for the black community in the United States.
ASSESSMENT:
Exit Card: Students will be asked to turn in their worksheet which will show their analysis of the
lyrics (primary document) provided to them and their synopsis of the critical event or events
being alluded to in the lyrics.
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APPENDIX 1
Primary Source Documents:
PSD 1.1
J-Cole – Neighbors
Album: 4 Your Eyez Only (2016)
[Verse 2]
Some things you can't escape:
Death, taxes, and a ra-cist society that make
Every n***a feel like a candidate
For a Trayvon kinda fate
Even when your crib sit on a lake
Even when your plaques hang on a wall
Even when the president jam your tape
Took a little break just to annotate
How I feel, damn, it's late
I can't sleep cause I'm paranoid
Black in a white man territory
Cops bust in with the army guns
No evidence of the harm we done
Just a couple neighbors that assume we slang
Only time they see us we be on the news, in chains, damn ii
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PSD 1.2
2Pac – Trapped
Album: 2Pacalypse Now (1991)
[Verse 2]
They got me trapped
Can barely walk the city streets
Without a cop harrassing me, searching me
Then asking my identity
Hands up, throw me up against the wall
Didn't do a thing at all
I'm telling you one day these suckers gotta fall
Cuffed up throw me on the concrete
Coppers try to kill me
But they didn't know this was the wrong street
Bang bang, count another casualty
But it's a cop who's shot for his brutality
Who do you blame? It's a shame because the man's slain
He got caught in the chains of his own game
How can I feel guilty after all the things they did to me?
Sweated me, hunted me
Trapped in my own community
One day I'm gonna bust
Blow up on this society
Why did ya lie to me?
I couldn't find a trace of equality
Work me like a slave while they laid back
Homie don't play that
It's time I let 'em suffer the payback
I'm tryin to avoid physical contact
I can't hold back, it's time to attack jack
They got me trappediii
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PSD 1.3
Geto Boys – Crooked Officer
Album: Til Death Do Us Part (1993)
[Verse 1]
I got a grudge against you blue suits
Black suits, white suits and state troops
That's the way you made us
Send a n***a to the penitentiary is how you play us
Lock us up for the summer
Took the n****’s name away and passed his ass a number
Just because you legally pack a gat man
Doesn't necessarily mean you have to point it at the Black man
Especially you black cops, you let your gats pop
Because them Honkies got you brainwashed
So now we come to new dealings
F**k all the dumb s**t
The line of work is cap peelings
I'm cutting s**t short
Ain't no filling out reports
Cause you ain't making it to court
I'm letting freedom ring
From the hole in my Glock, for f****n’ off Rodney Kingiv
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PSD 1.4
2Pac – Changes
Album: Greatest Hits (1998)
(Posthumously Released – recorded in 1992)
[Verse 3: 2Pac]
And still I see no changes; can't a brother get a little peace?
It's war on the streets and a war in the Middle East
Instead of war on poverty
They got a war on drugs so the police can bother me
And I ain't never did a crime I ain't have to do
But now I'm back with the facts, givin' it back to you
Don't let 'em jack you up, back you up
Crack you up and pimp-smack you up
You gotta learn to hold your own
They get jealous when they see you with your mobile phone
But tell the cops they can't touch this
I don't trust this, when they try to rush I bust this
That's the sound of my tool
You say it ain't cool, my mama didn't raise no fool
And as long as I stay black I gotta stay strapped
And I never get to lay back
‘Cause I always got to worry 'bout the payback
Some buck that I roughed up way back
Comin' back after all these years
"Rat-a-tat-tat-tat-tat," that's the way it isv
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PSD 1.5
Killer Mike – Reagan
Album: R.A.P Music (2012)
[Verse 2]
The end of the Reagan Era, I'm like 'leven, twelve, or
Old enough to understand the s**t will change forever
They declared the war on drugs like a war on terror
But what it really did was let the police terrorize whoever
But mostly black boys, but they would call us "n*****s"
And lay us on our belly, while they fingers on they triggers
They boots was on our head, they dogs was on our crotches
And they would beat us up if we had diamonds on our watches
And they would take our drugs and money, as they pick our pockets
I guess that that's the privilege of policing for some profit
But thanks to Reaganomics, prisons turned to profits
Cause free labor is the cornerstone of US economics
Cause slavery was abolished, unless you are in prison
You think I am bulls**tting, then read the 13th Amendment
Involuntary servitude and slavery it prohibits
That's why they giving drug offenders time in double digits
Ronald Reagan was an actor, not at all a factor
Just an employee of the country's real masters
Just like the Bushes, Clinton and Obama
Just another talking head telling lies on telepromptersvi
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BLM 1.1 :

Rhythm as Poetry: Rap’s Role as a Political Voice in the Post-Civil Rights Era

*Using your device for research, record your analysis of the lyrics provided to you with these guiding
questions. Be ready to share your research and analysis with your table group after you finish.
Who is the author of your verse, and what is the name of the song? When was it
recorded/produced?

Which event or events are being alluded to in the verse? If there is no specific historical event
to draw from, what issues are being discussed in the lyrics?

Provide a detailed synopsis of the event or events being alluded to (include dates, names and
major social or political issues at stake).

If there is not a specific event discussed, what general sentiment is being expressed, and how
does it relate to this lesson and the principle of continuity and change as it relates to modern
black rights movements?
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Lesson 2:
Beyond Women’s Suffrage: Stereotypes, Discrimination, and Diginity
OVERVIEW: In this story, we will look at the ways in which discrimination can go beyond
political sphere. While American women were given the right to vote in 1920, it would be a long
while before women would approach anything near equality. The main purpose of this story to
see masculine and feminine perspectives through primary resources of the 1950s to 1980s.
SPECIFIC EXPECTATIONS
E2.2 explain the context for the development of various reform movements in the United
States during this period
PRIMARY HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPT EXPLORED: Historical Perspectives
SECONDARY HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPTS EXPLORED: Evidence
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
1: Contemporary Perspectives (10 mins)
Display the video: “Highlights from the Women’s March on Washington” published on Youtube
by Yahoo News https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RC8oxNLiUgk
Following the video ask probing questions such as:
• Who participated in the march?
• What sparked the march?
• Why were they marching/what were they hoping to show?
• What were they not marching for?
2: Brainstorm (15 mins)
Draw a mind map on the board with two categories representing men and women. Students
will brainstorm various stereotypes that are applied to gender differences, while the teacher
organizes them into the mind map. Once the students are out of ideas, ask probing questions
like:
• What might be some historical origins for these stereotypes?
• Are any justified?
• Does one gender tend to have more negative stereotypes?
• How do you feel about the stereotypes of your affiliate gender?
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3: Think-Pair-Share (45 mins)
Divide the class into five groups and distribute the primary source documents (PSDs) provided
in Appendix 1. Each group should receive one or two chapters of the 1963 Presidential
Commission on the Status of Women report (PSD 1.1), as well as an advertisement from 1950s1970s.
Group 1: Education for the Mature Woman (pages 10-17)
Group 2: Home & Community (18-26)
Group 3: Women & Employment (27-34)
Group 4: Labour Standards (35-39), Security of Basic Income (40-43)
Group 5: Women Under the Law (44-48), Women as Citizens (49-52)
Each group will examine their documents and then present their findings using the table (BLM
2.1).
Following the student presentations, ask general questions about the PSDs like:
•
•
•

What can we assume from these documents?
What should we not assume from these documents?
What are the limits/parameters for using these documents as ‘history’?

4: Lecture (20 mins)
Using the slides in the BLM 2.2, provide the students with some ‘names and dates’ as a
framework for their understanding of historical perspective.
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APPENDIX 2
PSD 2.1
Presidential Commission on the Status of Women: “American Women,” 1963
https://www.dol.gov/wb/American%20Women%20Report.pdfvii
PSD 2.2

viii
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PSD 2.3

ix
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PSD 2.4

x

15

PSD 2.5

xi
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PSD 2.6

xii
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BLM 2.1
Group Member Names:
PCSW Report
Segment(s)
What is this segment
about? (Summarize)

What intrigued you most
about this segment?

What are three statistics
that you found to be
illustrative of the ‘status
of women’?

Does the segment
recommend any methods
for change?
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Advertisement:
Who made the ad?
When was the ad run?
For whom is the ad
intended?

What is the overt
message of the ad?

What is the implied
message? How is this
message conveyed?

With regard to gender,
what values judgments
are being propagated?

Figure 1
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BLM 2.2
Feminism Timeline Slides
Sources:
https://www.bustle.com/articles/106524-on-womens-equality-day-a-very-brief-timeline-offeminist-history-in-america
https://www.thoughtco.com/1960s-feminism-timeline-3528910
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Lesson 3:
Destroying Closet Doors :The LGBT Movement’s Progression Since Stonewall
“If a bullet should enter my brain, let that bullet destroy every closet door”xiii
-Harvey Milk
COURSE: American History, Grade 11 – CHA3U
OVERALL EXPECTATION: E2. Communities, Conflict, and Cooperation: analyse how various
events and developments have affected specific groups in the United States, and relations
between the United States and other countries, since 1945 (FOCUS ON: Historical Significance;
Cause and Consequence)
SPECIFIC EXPECTATION: E2.2: explain the context for the development of various reform
movements in the United States during this period.
PRIMARY HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPT EXPLORED: Cause and Consequence
LESSON: #3 of 4
TITLE OF STORY : Destroying Closet Doors : The LGBT Movement’s Progression Since
Stonewall
OVERVIEW: While many other movements of the 1960s had broken ground by the end of the
decade, there was very little progress with regards to such movements in the LGBT community.
The fight for LGBT rights in the United States has come a long way since the 1969 Stonewall
Riots. Relative to other movements, the LGBT cause has seen a sharper rate of success in recent
decades, and LGBT concerns are now mainstream. With the Supreme Court’s 2015 decision in
Obergefell v. Hodges which entrenched gay marriage as a right, the LGBT community won a
tremendous victory. However, as with any social movement, the trials through which those in
the LGBT community overcame to arrive at that momentous decision cannot be overstated.
Likewise, there still exists elements of LGBT discrimination in the United States, and much more
needs to be accomplished for widespread acceptance to be established. This lesson tells the
story of the LGBT community and its fight for civil rights in the United States, and does so
through the lens of the historical thinking concept of cause and consequence. Thus, the lesson
will provide a “cause and effect” structure, beginning with the Stonewall Riots as the cause for
the galvanization of the modern LGBT movement. This lesson also involves an activity where
students are tasked with analyzing primary source documents that represent milestones or
struggles in the movement.
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION:
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Step 1: Warm up (10 Minutes)
Students will begin the lesson by watching a video outlining the Stonewall Riots of 1969 – a
watershed moment in the history of the LGBT rights movement. The Stonewall Riots gave rise
to organizations such as the Gay Liberation Front and the modern pride parade. The purpose of
showing the video is to provide context as to the origins of the LGBT rights movement, as the
lesson will incorporate a theme of cause and consequence, which shows the progression of the
movement chronologically. The video is effective in showing the significance of the riots, and
through the voices of Stonewall veterans, establishes its role as a watershed moment which
spurred the LGBT community to organize and mobilize. The video provides a powerful
introduction to the story being told in this lesson – that despite a relatively more recent origin,
the LGBT movement has come a long way since the late 1960s.
LINK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2nFxpQG7nBQ
Step 2: Discussion and Issues (15 minutes)
Students will engage in a class discussion and prompted to respond to the video shown.
Prompting questions can include:
- What was the significance of the riots?
- Which organization emerged from the aftermath of the riot?
- How might modern LGBT issues be different had it not been for the riots and marches
that came after?
- What major event emerged from Christopher Street Liberation Day?
- How is the LGBT movement spreading awareness today? What is the purpose of pride
parades?
Students will then engage in a class discussion of their prior knowledge of the LGBT movement,
as well as modern LGBT rights issues they may be more familiar with. The teacher will model
historical thinking by asking students about the patterns of cause and consequence with
regards to this narrative.
Step 3: Teacher-Led Lecture (10 minutes)
The teacher will model the historical thinking concept of cause and consequence by providing a
chronology of events with regards to the LGBT movement, and how the consequences of the
movement’s efforts largely follow a progressive pattern. However, it will be noted that there
are areas of regression as well. The teacher will refer to turning points in the history of LGBT
rights movements, showing events of significance. Issues to be discussed can include:
- Stonewall Riots
- Harvey Milk and his legacy
- “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”
- Bill Clinton and the Defense of Marriage Act defining marriage as between a man and a
woman
- Matthew Shepard beating
- The Obama Administration’s progressive role in the LGBT movement
- Same-sex marriage as a fundamental right upheld in the Supreme Court
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- Trump administration and regression (transgender individuals not to serve in US military)
Step 4: Group Research Activity (25 minutes)
- Students will be asked to divide into groups of 4-5.
- Student groups will be provided with one of five primary documents corresponding to a
major event or development in the history of the LGBT movement.
- Students will analyze their primary source and pay special attention to the language
being used, the significance of the source, the assumptions being made and any bias
that may exist.
- How does these primary source documents help us to frame history?
- If needed, students will use their devices to identify the issue or event being alluded to
in their primary document and conduct the necessary research to understand the
context of their document.
- Student groups will then begin to prepare a short presentation to be shared with the
class where they will focus on the significance, meaning and the cause and consequence
of the attitudes, positions or events that are gleaned from their primary source
document
Step 5: Sharing / Discussing / Teaching (30 mins)
- As groups, the students will present their primary document to the class
- They will discuss any context, hidden messaging or significance found in their analysis
and research of their primary document
- Students will inform the class about the context or event behind their primary source
document, if applicable
- Students will be provided with the opportunity to ask questions of each group, or to
pose questions as a group

ASSESSMENT:
Students will be assessed during the group work portion in how they contribute to the
discussion and analysis of the primary documents, as well as in their role in the group
presentations at the end of class.
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APPENDIX 3
Primary Source Documents:
PSD 3.1
(Front page of the New York Daily News, reporting days after the Stonewall Riots in July,
1969)xiv
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PSD 3.2
Harvey Milk Campaign Poster, 1977.xv
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PSD 3.2
(Excerpt from Obergefell v. Hodges, U.S. Supreme Court Decision, 2015)xvi
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PSD 3.4
(Comic created by conservative cartoonist Dick Hafer entitled Homosexuality: Legitimate,
Alternative Deathstyle, 1986)xvii

33

34

PSD 3.5
(1998 New York Times article on the beating of Matthew Shepard – he would die two days
after)xviii

Full article for further reading:
http://www.nytimes.com/ads/marketing/laramie/19981009_laramie1.html
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Lesson 4
Rights, Reclamation, Revolution: The American Indian Movement
OVERVIEW: In this story, we will examine elements and origins of the American Indian
Movement (AIM) of the late 60s and 70s, as well as more recent issues of aboriginal rights as
they relate to environmental concerns. Through a lens of ethics, this lesson will engage critically
with aboriginal issues in the United States using primary source documents and footage to
anchor the students’ understanding.
SPECIFIC EXPECTATION
E2.2 explain the context for the development of various reform movements in the United
States during this period
PRIMARY HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPT EXPLORED: Ethical Dimension
SECONDARY HISTORICAL THINKING CONCEPTS EXPLORED: Evidence
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
1: Introduction (The Island of Criminals and the Criminalized) (10 min)
Display the video “The Occupation of Alcatraz that Sparked an American Revolution,” Seeker
VR, Youtube video, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TBjuhFOeitE
Segue this into lecture on the history of aboriginal rights in the U.S. post-1945.
2: Lecture (40 mins)
Use the lecture slides provided in appendix BLM 4.1 to cover the context of injustices against
Indigenous Americans and subsequent revolts by organizations like the American Indian
Movement.
Be sure to highlight the iterated themes of continued colonial injustices as part of the ethical
dimension of this lesson.
3: Organized Debate (assessment)(40 mins)
Divide the class into groups of three or four and distribute copies of the “Alcatraz Proclamation
Background Sheet” and the “Alcatraz Proclamation” provided in appendix BLM 4.2 and PSD 4.1.
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Using the sheet, as well as the video shown in lecture, half of the groups will be asked to argue
for the proposition that “the occupation of Alcatraz was an effective means of advancing
Indigenous American rights” while the remaining groups will be asked to argue against the
proposition. Each group will record their ideas on one page (to be handed in).
Then combine the ‘for’ (proponents) groups and combine the ‘against’ (opponents) groups, so
they can amalgamate their ideas into coherent points/theses. Students will then participate in
an organized debate as follows:
Proponents: 3 minute exposition
Opponents: 3 minute exposition
Proponents: 3 minute rebuttal
Opponents: 3 minute rebuttal
Proponents: 2 minute conclusion (no new points/info)
Opponents: 2 minute conclusion (no new points/info)
You may choose to assign a winner of the debate, or simply provide feedback to both parties.
Provide written feedback for the original smaller groups (formative).
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APPENDIX 4

PSD 4.1
Alcatraz Proclamation
http://www.foundsf.org/index.php?title=ALCATRAZ_Proclamation
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PSD 4.2
“Richard Oakes delivering the Alcatraz Proclamation (1969) - from THE EDUCATION ARCHIVE,”
VR Seeker, Youtube video, posted March 21, 2013,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7QNfUE7hBUc
BLM 4.1xix
Indigenous History Slides
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